


     

Measuring up for bed linens.
Measure the width, length and thickness of the mattresses in each cabin.
Ensure you know the sizes of the existing pillows and duvets. (Use the measurements on the labels if still
readable).  Terms such as ‘queen’ and ‘king’ size vary according to different countries and can therefore
be ambiguous. The linens can be tagged according to cabins (Master, VIP...).

Measuring up for table linens.
For table cloths, specify the shape of the table (round, oval, square or rectangular) and the dimensions.
Also consider the size drop you would like for the table cloth.

*For irregular shaped mattresses or oval tables, templates need to be made.

Calculate delivery times.
With time, the right product, design and size can be made.
When calculating delivery times, bear in mind the time needed to receive quotes,
get approval, organise deposit payments, manufacture and delivery.

We value your feedback. This helps us to continually improve the choice of articles and service to you.
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Introduction

CABIN SHOP is located in Antibes, South of France, the home to many spectacular superyachts
and prestigious villas.  

Our collection of exceptional bed, bath and table linen is continually growing in size, like the
superyachts!  We are constantly inspired by luxurious new fabrics and creations.

Alongside our splendid, renowned ranges, Cabin Shop specialises in a bespoke service to create
unique linens for individual projects, new builds and refits worldwide.

Cabin Shop has a small, dedicated team with a reputation of going that extra mile to satisfy your
requests and respecting your budget and deadlines.

We can only show a small selection of our products in this catalogue, but we hope these images
will inspire you to contact us for more information.

We hope you enjoy this catalogue as well as our website: www.cabinshop.eu  and we look
forward to hearing from you.
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Embroidery
Embroidery can be used as a small detail or a main feature. 

Different thread colours can be chosen to introduce or enhance an existing 
colour scheme. 

The following images are just a selection of our range, contact us for
further information and other designs.

www.cabinshop.eu

Obrys
An example of multi colour embroidery.
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Optical
Elegant embroidered optical illusion.

Lini
Art Deco inspired design
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Alura
A tapered line gives a modern touch to the classic embroidered line.

Triga
Embroidered lines can not only vary in colour and number but also in width.



Hemstitch
An example of a combination of hemstitch and embroidery.

Hemstitch
A great alternative to embroidery.
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Monica
An example of an intricate embroidered design.



Borders
Classical borders can be enhanced with embroidered lines, ribbons or hemstitch.

Linear fabric inserts can be in bold, block designs or various complimenting tones.
Great range of colours and designs to choose from.

The following images are just a selection of our range, contact us for
further information and other designs.

www.cabinshop.eu
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Abadi
An example of fabric detailing.
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Lombard
Jacquard print border design.

Carelli
A combination of four colours creates this sharp modern design.
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Corvus
Any number of ribbons and colours can be applied. On 1, 2 or 4 sides.  The choice is yours!

Ribbon
A ribbon finishing can be subtle, ‘unfussy’ and very modern.

Coloured ribbons can also create designs that stand out. Several ribbons with a
combination of colours, applied to the pillow or duvet will add a superb touch to any

cabin or bedroom.

The following images are just a selection of our range, contact us for
further information and other designs.

www.cabinshop.eu



Volterra
An elegant braid forms this design. 

Tilu
An example of how three ribbons in one colour creates an elegant finish.
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Quelea
An example of six ribbons of your colour choice, sewn into pleats in the fabric.
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Table Linen
Our collection of elegant table linens are available in custom designs and sizes.

Pure linen, jacquard, lace and cotton are the fabrics used to create exquisite designs.

The following images are just a selection of our range, contact us for
further information and other designs.

www.cabinshop.eu

Tivoli
Jacquard table cloth and runner.   Various patterns in linen or cotton available.



Royal Chain
An elegant metal chain trimming.

Classic Linen Design
Contrasting border with hemstitch.
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Custom Table Linen
Any design or logo can be embroidered onto napkins, table cloths, placemats or runners.

Linen or cotton available in any size.



Chilewich
Discover the Chilewich collection of original placemats, runners and coasters.

There is an amazing variety of weaves and colours.
The easy-care and durability of these products make them an essential item for busy

charter or private yachts and residences.

The following images are just a selection of our range, contact us for
further information and other designs.

Complete Chilewich catalogue online: www.cabinshop.eu
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Current
One of many creative designs inspired by nature..
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Designer Collection.
Pictured is the multistripe design, one of the various patterns within the collection.

Napkin Rings
Complimentory napkin rings to enhance placemats and runners.

Tuxedo
Runners and matching placemats available.



Tableware
Cabin Shop supply numerous prestigious brands of fine porcelain, bone china,

silverware and crystal.
We have built long standing relationships with Wedgwood, Rosenthal, Versace,

Christofle, Robbe & Berking and Dartington Crystal.

The following images are just a selection of our range, contact us for
further information and other designs.

www.cabinshop.eu
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Strata
Embossed and plain bone china designed by Jasper Conran.   A great contemporary design.
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Versace Medusa
One of the unique and outstanding Versace designs.

Crystal Dimple Decanter & Tumblers
A wide selection of glassware available.

Tea and Coffee Service
Bone china and porcelain collections available.



Malmaisson Caviar Dish
One of many intricately designed silver accessories.

Riva
A modern range inspired by the bow of a classic yacht. 
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Hermitage
A classic pattern showing the quality craftmanship of Robbe & Berking silversmiths



Silver Napkin Ring
Various styles available. 

Silver Ice Bucket
Various models available in silver or stainless steel.
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Marly collection Gilded
Christofle Silver flatware and accessories with optional gilding.
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Shoe/Towel Baskets
Rattan chest and open basket. Available in two colours.   Complete Rattan Catalogue online; www.cabinshop.eu

Tray with Chilewich Dahlia Liner
A large range of silver and stainless trays and accessories available.

Rattan Accessories.
A full collection of rattan accessories for deck and interior. Available in two colours..
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Bathroom accessories 
Elegant accessories in a range of leather finishing & colours.

Waffle Weave Laundry Bags
Cotton & custom linen bags also available.

Waffle Weave Hard Sole Slippers
Available in white or beige with hard or soft sole.

Welcome Towels
Quick drying, perfect sized welcome towels.

Leather Trays
A wide selection of different leather trays.

Down, Silk, Synthetic Duvets and Pillows
Custom sizes also possible.
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Exterior Towels
Our exterior towels have been selected for their quality and practicality.

Certain ranges have shorter loops to dry faster, others have unique embroidered
designs or borders and some have received treatments to help them resist UV and

chlorine.

The following images are just a selection of our range, contact us for
further information and other designs.

www.cabinshop.eu

Obrys
Custom designed towel with embroidery detail.



Stripe
Missoni Designer Collection of striped and floral towels in several colour options.

Croisiere
A classic exterior towel with contrasting piping.
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Twill
A practical short looped towel with a diagonal weave available in a huge selection of colours.

This towel has been treated to help resist colour fading from UV exposure.
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Portofino
Towel with a wide border available in a variety of contrasting colours.

Super Pile
Long looped Egyptian cotton towel for a very soft touch.

Marine Pestemal
Light weight cotton multi-purpose tassled Turkish towel.



INTERIOR TOWELS
Everyone appreciates a fine quality towel that is a pleasure to touch.

Towels may match the bed linens or have their own design and colour scheme.

The following images are just a selection of our range, contact us for
further information and other designs.

www.cabinshop.eu
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Galata Organic
Super soft organic cotton towel available in a selection of contemporary colours.
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Super Pile
Long looped Egyptian cotton towel available in fifty colour options.

Classic Three Line Embroidered Towel Set
An example of Towels, Bathmats, Face Cloths and Robes as a matching set.

Pera
Luxurious soft and absorbent towel in a selection of colours.
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Corvus
Towels co-ordinating perfectly with bed linens.

Etoile
Heavy weight classic towel in a range of colours and sizes.

Embroidered Scallop Edged Towels and Mats
Custom embroidery with a choice of finishes and colours.



Bathrobes
We have a full range of different bathrobes to suit your needs.

Silk, Cashmere, Cotton, Waffle Weave and Soft Towelling are all available as well as
children’s robes.

The following images are just a selection of our range, contact us for
further information and other designs.

www.cabinshop.eu
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Pera
Luxury robe with shawl collar. Other towelling robes available.
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Galata Organic Robe
Organic cotton robe with ribbed detail. Other towelling robes available.

Twill Bathrobes
UV treated robes available in many colours.

Symphonie Waffle Weave Robe
Lightweight, cotton waffle weave with a linen trim. Available in White or Beige.
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INTRO
Throws and cushions enhance the ambiance and comfort of any interior.

They are an indispensible accessory for all guests.
Available in many different natural fibres.

The following images are just a selection of our range, contact us for
further information and other designs.

www.cabinshop.eu

Toscani
Knitted pure cashmere throw with contrasting edges. Many other styles of cashmere throws are also available.



Sherpa Throw
A cashmere and merinos wool mix.

Monaco
Faux Fur Throws, Bed covers and Cushion covers available in a selection of designs.
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Golden Age
Classic Missoni colourful throws and cushions. Numerous designs and textures are available.



Cabin Shop
La Galerie du Port
23 Rue du Général d’Andréossy
06600 Antibes

Tel: +33 (0)4 92 91 08 00

Email: ann@cabinshop.eu

Web: www.cabinshop.eu
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